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At. its 30th meeting, held on Friday, 5 December 19*+7? the 

Commission on Human Rights set up three Working Groups to under

take respectively the drawing up of a draft Declaration, the 

preparation of one or more draft Conventions and the study of 

the question Of implementation. 

The Third Working Group comprised the following countries: 

Australia, Belgium, India, Iran, Ukrainian S.S.R. and Uruguay. 

The Group met on Friday, 5 December (morning), immediately 

after the work of the Plenary Commission had been suspended. 

At the proposal of the Representative of Australia the 

Group elected Mrs. Hansa MEHTA (India), Chairman and Mr, Fernand 

DEHOUSSE (Belgium), Rapporteur. 

The Working Group held seven meetings, from the date mentioned 

to Tuesday, 9 December (afternoon) inclusive. 

Mr.' Edward LAWSON provided the Secretariat for the Group. 

The United Kingdom, United States of America and Union of 

Soviet Socialist Republics were represented at the discussions 

by an observer. 

A Specialized Agency, the International Labour Organization, 

and the following non-Governmental Organizations? Co-ordinating 

Board of Jewish Organizations and the World Jewish Congress were 



The View of the Group as to its Mandate, 

The Working Group decided to base its discussions on document 

E/CN.V21, Annex H, pages 68 to 7k. 

A letter from Mr. René Cassin, Representative of France, 

addressed to the CHAIRMAN, also came up for discussion and was 

published as United Nations document, No. E/CN.^/AC.^/l. 

The Group had no difficulty in agreeing that in view of the 

limited time at its disposal it would be impossible for it to 

submit to the Plenary Commission texts of articles for incorporation 

in the Draft Convention or Conventions. It regarded its task 

therefore as consisting in the formulation of general principles 

concerning the problem entrusted to it. In its view it would 

rest with the Drafting Committee at its next session to put these 

principles into the proper form. 

Various representatives pointed out on the other hand that the 

Secretariat's Memorandum contained in the above-mentioned Annex H 

had really been drawn up with a view to the preparation of a 

Declaration. The Group considered that its Mandate undoubtedly 

extended to study of the implementation of one or more possible 

Conventions, It even .arrived at the conclusion that the question 

of implementation had much more to do with the Convontion than with 

the Declaration. The latter indeed was in the last analysis to 

take the form of a recommendation by the General Assembly of the 

United Nations, and was consequently not legally binding in the 

strict sense of the term. It therefore appeared to the Working 

Group a manifest impossibility to contemplate measures for the 

fulfilment of an obligation that was not one. 

In connection with the Declaration, the Group therefore 

confined itself to answering the four questions of a general legal 

character embodied in paragraph 3 of the Secretariat.' s Memorandum. 



The Group also applied by analogy the questions raised by 

the Memorandum concerning the implementation of the Declaration 

to the implementation of the Convention^ 

ObJecti^n_raij^p^^ 

The Representative of the Ukrainian S0S,.Ra doubted whether 

the Group was really in a position to embark"on its studies before 

the final content's of the Declaration and, in particular, the 

Convention had been decided upona In his opinion^ the question 

of implementation demanded previous knowledge of the rules to be 

implemented0 

The reply given bo this, in particular by the representative 

of Belgium, was that the question of implementation" night indeed 

depend en the existence in the Declaration or in the Convention 

of certain special stipulations, but that the overall question 

could'be considered at once in its own right, since it concerned the 

creation, description and working of institutions and machinery 

to be studied at their own level. 

The Group was also' of the opinion that, had it- been accepted, 

the view expressed by the Representative of thé Ukrainian S.S,R. 

would have made it impossible foi* the Working Group to carry out the 

task entrusted to it by the Commission, 

The Representative of the Ukrainian SeS0R<, was not, however, 

to be shaken in his opinion* 

At the meeting on Saturday7 6 December (morning) he sent the 

Chairman a written memorandum reading as follows s 

nI have got a strong opinion during these discussions 

that it is impossible for me to take my part in them because 

I am standing on ny 'bid position that "it is necessary to 

discuss the question of an implementation on a more late stage 

of the' Human' Rights Commission'.s .work, when thé work of an-

other Working Party will be finished„ 



Standing on this position I decided to be out from 

this discussion and ask you to put down ny opinion and 

decision in the Report of the Third Working Party to the 

Human Rights Commission. 

I hope, dear Chairman, you will not take my opposition 

as opposition against your ruling." 

Following this communication the Representative of the 

Ukrainian S.S„R. left the meeting and took no further part in the 

work of the Group. 

The Representative of Belgium and the Representative of 

Australia stated that they deplored this attitude and asked for 

their regret to be recorded in the Group's Report. The Represent

ative of Australia explained that the decision of the Ukrainian 

Representative had been taken despite his having been assured on 

various occasions that the Third Working Group would confine itself 

to outlining general principles. The Representative of Australia 

also expressed a desire to have this latter statement of his recorded 

in the Report. 

Replies to the first four questions contained in Paragraph 3 of 

the Secretariat's Memorandum 

The Group regarded paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Secretariat's ' 

Memorandum as of purely historical and documentary- interest. It 

accordingly began its examination of the Memorandum at paragraph 3. 

That paragraph contains four questions all referring to the 

Bill (Declaration}, The Group gave their answers to them with 

reference to both the Declaration and the Convention. 

SSastisaJL 

Whether or not the Bill (or the Convention) should contain 

a provision to the effect that it cannot be unilaterally 

abrogated or modified? 

The Group was unanimous that there should be no such provision. 

It considered that the insertion of a clause of that kind 

might decrease the, authority of the Declaration or Convention. 



In the case of the Declaration,, moreover, it would exceed the 

General Assembly's competence, as the Declaration was intended 

ultimately to constitute a recommendation. 

In the case of the Convention, the fact should be stressed that 

it was an international obligation, the violation of which was 

obviously forbidden by international law. 

Question B 

Whether or not the Bill (or the Convention) should include 

p.n express statement to the effect that the^matters dealt 

vt.-tn in it are of international concern? 

The Group studied the bearing of article 2, paragraph. 7, of 

the Charter of the United Nations on the future Declaration or 

Convention„ 

The proposed clause seened to it unnecessary. The "domestic 

jurisdiction" of States, to which the aboveiaentioned article 

referred, if rightly interpreted only covered questions which had 

not become international in one way or another. Once States agreed 

that such questions should form the subject of a Declaration or 

Convention, they clearly placed then outside their "domestic 

jurisdiction" and article 2, paragraph 7 became inapplicable. 

Question C. 

Wether or not the Bill (or the Convention) should become 

part of the fundamental law o,f States accepting it? 

After some discussion at the end of its first and beginning 

of its second meeting, the Group accepted a proposal by the 

Australian representative, couched in the following terms (Doc, 

E / C N . V A C . V S B / 2 ) : 

"The Working Group is of the opinion that the provisions of 

the Bill or Convention must be a part of the fundamental law of 

States ratifying it. States, therefore, must take action to ensure 

that their national laws cover, the contents of the Bill, so that 
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no executive or legislative organs or government can over-ride theij 

and that the judicial organs alone shall be the means whereby the 

rights of the citizens of the States set out in the Bill are 

protected J1 

lb will be noted: (1) that implementation was envisaged in 

this text in respect of the Convention alone; (2) that the 

..lustr--liai;, proposal constituted a reply both to the question 

examined hare and to that given under 3 (d) of the Memorandum (see 

below)\ (3) thfett it was expressly stated that it was in the 

fundamental law of States- that the Convention was to be incorporate! 

The Group adhered to its view that it should confine its 

study to the Convention. It considered that the problem of 

implementation did not arise with regard to the Declaration under 

Question C, The same opinion with regard to the Declaration was 

also expressed in relation to Question D, In both cases, it was 

the non-binding nature of the Declaration - a recommendation -

which led the Group to this conclusion, 

After discussing paragraph 3 Co) of the Secretariat's Mémo

randum, the Group therefore ruled out completely any further 

consideration of the question of implementing the Declaration, 

Subsequent discussion made it clear not only that Question C 

should be studied in conjunction with Question D as indicated in 

the Australian proposal, but that Questions C and D raised various 

delicate points concerning the relationship between international 

law and municipal law within the legal systems of States3 

On the suggestion of the Belgian representative, the Group 

then decided to hear the views of someone who was particularly well 

versed in these problems, namely, Mr. C.W.Jenks7 Legal Adviser to 

the International Labour Office. The problems connected with the 

application of International Labour Conventions 'freay. a very close 
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analogy to those raised by the application of a Convention on 

Hunan Rights, in that, in both cases, the main effect of the 

Convention is produced inside each State, and not only in the field 

of relations between States. As the International Labour Office 

has more than a quarter of a century's experience in this sphere, 

it was felt that one of its representatives should certainly be 

heard. 

The Working Group heard the statement by Mr. Jenks at its 

meeting on Monday 8 December (morning). 

Previous to this, it decided to hold in abeyance its final 

acceptance of the Australian proposal. 

An indie'it.: on will be found, under the heading "Question D" 

below, of the solutions finally adopted by the Working Group in 

regard to questions C and D taken in conjunction. 

Que^tion^D 

Whether .or not the .provisions of ..the Bill (here read: CONVENTION 

only) should be declared to be directly applicable in the 

yari;OU.s,,.countries without further, implementation by national 

legislation pi^^transformtlon into national law. 

The Working Group decided to recor.11.1end to the Commission on 

Hunan Rights, four conclusions which it has extracted and retained 

from Mr. Jenks! statement. 

The Working Group believes firstly that if an answer is to 

be.provided to questions C and D, reference will first have to be 

made to the constitutional law of each State signing the Convention. 

If the constitutional law of n.nj> ̂ r.t-. :~-~̂ -:n";. priait s of the 

immediate application within the legal system of the State of 

treaties ratified, the Working Group considers that this solution 

should certainly be adopted, since it is so simple and practical 

from the point of view of implementation. 

http://recor.11.1end


However, the Group believes - and this is its second observation 

that attention must be drawn to the fact that, even in the case 

mentioned in the foregoing paragraph, special or additional imple

mentation measures may be necessary. Treaties' frequently contain 

provisions calling for action by the legislative or executive organs 

in the domestic field. These would therefore not be sufficient 

in themselves and it is obvious that their mere incorporation in 

the national legislation of the ratifying State does not relieve 

the latter of the duty to provide for any implementation required. 

This will apply to the Convention on Human Rights in the same way 

as to treaties in general, according to the provisions inserted in 

the Convention. 

Regardless of the implementation measures required by the 

ratification of the Convention or by its contents, the Working Group 

recommends, thirdly, that wherever this is not precluded by the 

constitutional law of the ratifying State the foregoing measures 

should preferably be taken prior to ratification. It is convinced 

that this procedure is the surest means of forestalling any politicol 

or legal difficulties which may arise from a discrepancy between 

the commitments and responsibilities assumed by a State in the 

international field, and the necessity, in which it may find itself, 

to obtain from its parliament a vote approving the essential 

implementation procedures. 

Finally, the Working Group desires to point out that, where 

ratification nevertheless occurs before implementation has been 

assured, there should be a clear understanding that implementation 

would ensue within the shortest possible time. 

After adopting the four recommendations described above, the 

Group re-examined the Australian proposal, already referred to. 

It finally concluded that this proposal was compatible with the 

above-mentioned recommendations. It thereupon gave final approval 

f-.n t.hff nr rmn sal. Tt alterari the» first sentence oil the text.. 



However, replacing the words "fundamental laws" by the word "laws". 

This decision was taken to satisfy those representatives who had 

remarked on the difficulties, possibly insuperable, in the way of 

their countries1' undertakin a revision of their Constitutions by 

reason of their ratifying the Convention on Human Rights, 

The Group therefore submits two categories of suggestions 

to the Commission; firstly, the amended Australian proposal; 

secondly, four- recommendations, not yet drafted, embodying principles!, 

In regard to the third and fourth recommendations, the United 

Kingdom observer raised the question, of the relations' between his 

country and some of its colonies in respect of treaties., Fie stated 

that in many cases the United Kingdom was pledged to consult the 

colonies by procedures which differed widely, and which might delay 

or prevent the application of treaties to a given colony. He 

pointed out that in his opinion the appropriate moment for this 

consultation would occur between signature and ratification of the 

Convention and he expressed the desire to have his statement . 

recorded in this Report as a personal observation, 

Iir^rjiat_iqn_al j4acjiirierv..for ,.t,U§_.M£fe5l.ii3vMS^^i^>'i§i;ri.S-,.J§;î?.d 
Erif̂ ,rj?,em_ennt .^X...the._Ç^nven.t:ip,?i on.Jîuman Ji i£urts 

At this second stage of its work, the Working Group took as 

a basis for its discussions -, 1) the questions mentioned on pages 

68 and 69 of the Secretariate Memorandum-,- under the letters A} B 

C and D; and 2) the Australian draft resolution for the establish

ment of an International Court of Human Rights, 

This draft resolution, presented in dccvient E/CN0V15'» is also 

reproduced in the Secretariat's memorandum, Paragraph !K Paragraphs 

5 and 6 deal with the further development of this question. Para

graphs 7-1̂ - refer to various prop̂ tt.l.s and suggestions, inter alia, 

a draft resolution submitted by the representative for India included 

J-n document 'E/CN.Vil'as'toftii. 



In view of the very special importance attaching to the 

creation of an International Court of Human Rights, this problem 

will be dealt with separately in the third and. last part of this 

Report» The establishment of the Court - this term was 

generally used by the Working Group in preference to "Tribunal" 

moreover raises very different points from those examined in the 

five questions mentioned above (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), which 

ô-lôà© would justify the classification adopted here» 

Question (a) suggested; 

èË-ëÇ£iï_Ë2-§_2î5-®ï_2£S§?Ë_2l!-.^?-.ysi£®^_î?â£i2iï2 ? 

ï5£ï!;14iSI_£2§§iPiy_ï^2_92ï™^Ë§i2:G_25-.^5§5_,Rishts, 

$2_§iË2y§Ë_â5§_ïïl5^2_£§20™?ê5§â5è2SË_i2-_ï§i§râ Ï2 

Yi2i§5i2B2_2^_5^2_^25Y§G5i22-5 

The replies furnished by the Group to this question may be 

summed up under four heads: 

1) In the first place the Group wished the report to contain 

a reference to the right of discussion and, except as provided in 

Article 12, the right to make recommendations vested in the 

General Assembly under Article 10 of the Charter. As is 

commonly known, these two prerogatives apply to any questions or 

any matters within the scope of the Charter, or relating to the 

powers and functions of any organs provided for therein. 

Clearly then, they include human rights, mentioned at ,3even different 

points in the Charter, and in respect of which one of the principal 

organs of the United Nations, the Economic and Social Council, has 

been invested, by the Charter with special powers. 

The Group accordingly laid special stress on the right of 

the General Assembly to make recommendations to the Members of 

the United Nations. 



2) The Group voiced a similar desire in regard to the 

whole of the prerogatives granted to the Economic and Social 

Council in various parts qf the Charter, particularly in Article 

62. 

, Under this Article the Economic and Social Council may, 

in respect of.human rights as of all other matters falling within 

its competence, (a) make or initiate studies and reports 

(paragraph 1)| and (b) make recommendations (paragraphs 1 and 2 

combined)5 (c) prepare draft Conventions for submission to the ' 

General Assembly (paragraph 3)j and (d) call, in accordance with 

the rules prescribed by the United Nations, international 

conferences (paragraphe). 

The Group noted with keen interest that the right to make 

recommendations, granted to the Council under paragraphs 1 and 

2 combined is mentioned specifically in paragraph 2 with 

reference to "respect for, and observance of, human rights and 

fundamental freedoms for all". In the view of the Group this 

reference can only be construed as a recognition, in the Charter, 

of the vital importance of human rights. 

The Group also noted that under paragraph 1 of the same 

Article the Economic and Social Council has the right to make 

recommendations (in general) to the General Assembly, the Members 

of the United Nations and the specialized agencies concerned. 

Like the General Assembly, the Council is therefore entitled to 

approach the Members directly. 

3) The .'Group was unanimously of the opinion that the 

Economic and Social Council, whilst still retaining the whole 

of its prerogatives, and therefore its right to make recommendations 

with respect to human rights, should also delegate this latter 

right to the Commission on Human Rights. It therefore proposes 

that the Commission should, during its present session, request 



the formal delegation of this right in the Report which it is 

to submit to the Council. 

The Group made a very thorough study of the question of the 

delegation of powers, and stressed throughout that in its view 

such delegation should not have the effect of investing the 

Commission on Human Rights with an exclusive authority not 

provided for in the Charter; the Commission on Human Rights 

should have .ioint authority with the Council. The Working Group 

believes that the delegation of powers requested might be granted 

without implying the amendment and, a fortiori, the revision of 

the Charter. The Commission on Human Rights is in fact one of 

the organs of the Economic and Social Council and there appears 

to be no juridical objection to such a delegation of powers, 

particularly, it must be repeated, since it would not be exclusive 

in character. 

There are, on the other hand, weighty practical arguments 

in its favour. The Economic and Social Council is known to be 

overburdened with functions, so overburdened, indeed, that it 

cannot always carry out with the desirable efficiency the many 

and varied tasks imposed on it. In contrast the Commission on 

Human Rights is a specialized organ with clear-cut purposes. 

Hence it would appear to be better qualified than the Council to 

deal with human rights, and, in particular, to discharge the 

function, always a delicate one,of elaborating recommendations. 

The Working Group feels it should add that the members of the 

Commission are chosen precisely for their personal qualifications 

in the field of human rights. 

The Working Group hopes that, should the Commission accept 

its arguments, the Economic and Social Council will devote a 

comprehensive study to this problem. 



h) The Working Group considers that in any case the 

Commission on Human Rights undoubtedly has the power to submit 

immediately draft recommendations on human rights to the 

Economic and Social Council. It requests the Commission, if 

necessary, to avail itself of this right. 

.Us* **H&€,:€St^blish the right of iaâ4vi4u&ls to 

E€tition-United_Nationsi_as-a_means of initiating 

procedure for_the^ enforceinent^of^human rights. 

The Group has been helped considerably in the reply it gave 

to tîg-S question by two proposals made by the Indian Delegation, 

namely^ (1) a document submitted by that Delegation for the 

abolition of discrimination and the protection of minorities 

( doc. E/CN.^/StJB. 2/27); (2) a Working Paper drawn up by the 

Chairman in the eourse of the Group's work» This Working Paper 

has not been published or distributed, but, its substance, with 

various amendments, is esibodied in the decisions reached by the 

Group, which appear below as drafted. 

To begin* with, the Group found no difficulty in reaching 

agreement on the three following basic points 5 

(1) The right to petition in respect of the violation of 

human rights shall be open not only to States, but also to 

associations, individuals and groups. 

Groups of individuals are here understood to mean groups of 

two or more persons not constituting associations properly so-

called. 

It appeared that if the right to petition were confined to 

States alone this would not furnish adequate guarantees regarding 

the effective observance of human rights. The victims of the 

violation of these rights are individuals. It is therefore 



determined), in order to enable them to obtain redress, as was 

formerly provided for under the system for the protection of 

minorities established under the aegis of the League of Nations» 

That is why the Working Group has extended the right to petition 

to individuals and, of course, to the groups and associations 'which 

Sinderji society often leads them to form, 

(2) In the second place the Working Group recognised that 

provisions relating to the system of petitions should"be included 

in the proposed Convention on Human Rights„ 

Consequently there is a very marked difference between the 

concept adopted here and that which governed the solutidÉ of 

question (a). As regards the latter, the measures advocated in 

this report should either be mentioned in the Plenary Commission's 
* 

Report, or, in the case of a delegation of powers to the Human 

Rights Commission, should be mentioned in the said Report and form 

the subject of a decision by the Economic-and Social Council. 

The reason for this distinction lies in the .Tact that the 

system of petitions gives rise to various organizational questions 

and should therefore be. worked out in sufficient detail. 

Moreover, and above all, it should be noted that this system does 

not appear in the Charter, but is entirely new, All the present 

Members of the United Nations may not be disposed to accept it» 

Therefore, in order, to establish it, a Convention separate, 'from 

the Charter, namely, the Convention or one of the Conventions 

relating to Human Rights (should several Conventions be concluded) 

is required. 



It should be noted that in such a case there would in future 

be two parallel systems for the protection of human rights. The 

first, and older, would be that constituted by the provisions 

of the Charter concerning human rights and by later developments 

of those provisions, i.e. by the Resolution of the Economic and 

Social Council of 5 August 19^7 ^ in connection with the action 

to be taken concerning communications received by the Secretariat 

and by the decision of the Commission on Human Rights taken at 

its 2.8th meeting, outlining the \rork of an ad hoc Committee on 

(2) Communications. As the name implies this system would not 

be a system of petitions but one of communications. Its 

advantage over the other would be that it would be more general 

in the sense that it would include all members of the United 

Nations, but it would also no doubt be less effective, or rather, 

less "advanced"» The second system on the other hand would be 

a system of petitions in the real sense of the word, It would 

be limited in geographical scope to States that had ratified the 

Convention setting it up and in consequence to associations, 

individuals or groups belonging to those States. Relating as 

it does to contractual obligations, the new system would, by 

definition, only be binding on the parties to the Convention. 

Various members of the Working Group expressed their regret 

at this situation, but had to yield to the force of this 

elementary yet imperative judicial concept. 

Two questions about the conventional character assigned to 

the system of petitions were, however, asked, 

(1) Resolution No. 75 (V), Doc. E/573. 
(2) See Doc. E/CN.VAC.5/1. 
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It was clear that the Convention to be concluded would 

be open to all Members of the United Nations, but the possibility 

of opening it to non-Members of the Organization also was 

considered. The Group thought that this point came within 

the province of the Second Working Group (on the Convention). 

It therefore left it in abeyance. At the same time, however, 

it resolved to bring it to the attention ôf tàe t>mStfsig 

Committee and the Secretariat, for study by the latter. 

Representatives of Non-Governmental Organizations present 

at the meetings of the Group also desired to know what would 

happen to these Organizations in the likely event of their 

having affiliated members belonging both to States that had 

ratified the Convention and to ones that had not. Would 

they in that case be refused the right to petition? Thé . 

Working Group, after careful consideration and having left 

the examination of the point till the end of the list of six 

questions drawn up by the Rapporteur (see below), arrived at 

a solution which reconciles the legitimate desires of the 

Non-Governmental Organizations with the requirements of 

conventional law. It* decided that s "Petitions from Non-

Govèrnmental (International) Organizations shall be permissible 

if they originate in a country or countries whose Government 

or Governments have ratified the Convention". 

Organizations satisfying the various requirements mentioned 

are therefore to be added to the list of those benefiting by the 

right to petition, as previously described. This amounts to 

an interpretative decision of the word "association" occurring 

in the list. The word should therefore be understood in texts 

produced by the Working Group to include not only national 

associations but international associations in the sense just 

defined. 



The Working Group was convinced that no valid objections 

could be made to the idea of setting up, within the framework 

of the United Nations, the protection of Human Rights through 

a Convention separate from the Charter. In the first place under 

the head of Human Rights the Charter only contains brief pro

visions of "Vyfcd©& it. would be no exaggeration tô -say that they 

mùl # S % •%&&$$& postulate, specification em^^M^} $te®S*t 

are already a certain number of precedents (fo£ exaseapla th» 

Peace Treaty with Italy and the functions conferred by this 

Treaty on the Security Council for the. Territory of Trieste) 

for treaties distinct from the Charter assigning to organs of 

the United Nations functions not provided for in the Charter. 

The only thing needed to make such a procedure, p^rfeotly legal 

is, of course, that the organ concerned should accept the task 

assigned to it. 

3. The Working Group resolved to request the Secretariat to 

draw up for the Drafting Committee a full and detailed, scheme 

of regu.lations or?, the subject of petitions. However -much it 

might have wished to the Group was indeed unable to examine the 

question from all angles in the very short time at' its disposal. 

The various decisions it has taken, in particular the fundamental 

ones about to be mentioned, should be regarded simply as bases 

for the Secretariat's assistance in working out the future 

regulations. Whore necessary therefore gaps in them should 

be filled. 

Having settled these three fundamental points the Working 

Group proceeded to a full general discussion of the question of 

petitions. To simplify the investigation the Representative 

of Belgium, acting as Rapporteur, submitted a list of six me in 

questions still to be dealt with, which the Group accepted. 



These were as follows; 

1. Is it necessary to transmit all.petitions direct 

to an International Court (to be .specified) or 

to establish a Committee of first instance to 

examine petitions? 

2. If such a Committee is created, how would it be 

composed? Would it be composed of representatives 

of Governments, of experts or of representatives of 

International Non-Governmental Organizations? 

3. Would petitions be examined at a private sitting? 

h. What would be the powers of the Committee? 

5. If the Committee has powers of conciliation and 

such conciliation fails, could a petition be 

referred to the Court? By whom? (Question 

of creating a post of Attorney General, nominated 

by the Economic and Social Council). 

6. The status of International Non-Governmental 

Organizations. 

The last point has already been dealt with above. 

In connection with the other five, the text of the 

decision adopted by the Working Group on the basis of a 

working paper drawn up by the Chairman is given below; 

"1. A Standing Committee composed of not less than, five inde 

pendent (non-government) men and women, shall be established 

by the Economic and Social Council. The term of office 

of the members, their style and qualifications shall be 

decided by Resolution of the Economic and Social Council. 

The members of the Committee will be elected by the Council 

from lists submitted by those States which have ratified the 

Convention or inventions on Human Rights» 

2. The function of the Committee shall be to supervise the, 



observance of the provisions of the Convention or Conventions on 

Human Rights. In this purpose it shall s 

(a) collect information; i.e. it will keep itself and the 

United Nations informed with regard to all matters rele

vant to the observance and enforcement of Human Rights 

within the various States. Such information will include 

legislation, judicial decisions and reports from the various 

States, as well as writings and articles in the press, 

records of parliamentary debates on the subjects and 

reports of activities of organizations interested in the 

observance of Human Rights; 

(b) receive petitions from individuals, groups, associations 

or States; and 

(c) remedy through negotiations any violations of the Conven

tion or Conventions and report to the Commission on Human 

Rights those cases of violation which it is unable to remove 

by its own exertions. The Committee may act on its own 

information or on receipt of petitions from individuals, 

groups, associations or States. 

3. The Committee will proceed in private session to examine the 

petitions and conduct negotiations, it being understood that the 

decisions arrived at will appear in reports submitted by the 

Committee to the Commission on Human Rights. Such reports will be 

made public by that Commission, should the latter deem it advisable. 

It is obviously impossible to give a complete and thorough 

comment on the above decision. There are, however, three points 

which should be brought out. 

It will be seen that the Working Group, having decided in 

favour of the establishment of a Committee to act prior to any 

judicial proceedings, proposed that the Committee should be perma

nent in character and composed of experts, and that the latter 

•Should be appointed by the Economic and Social Council. The Group 
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impartiality. The proposed action by the Economic and Social 

Council is to be explained by the fact that the latter constitutes 

the highest authority in our particular sphere» There is no con

tradiction between this solution and the one of asking the said 

Council to delegate powers to the Commission on Human Rights in 

respect of recommendations, since the Council's function is limi

ted to the appointment of the Standing Committee. 

In the course of discussion it was made clear that the Stand

ing Committee could, naturally, itself appoint Sub-Committees, in

cluding a Sub-Committee to examine the receivability of petitions 

in. accordance with regulations to be drawn up by the Secretariat. 

It is obvious that five people cannot be given the immense task of 

themselves undertaking all the work connected with petitions. It 

is also quite clear that the Standing.Committee will be able to 

utilise, the services of the Human Rights Division of the Secretariat, 

which however will need strengthening if the Group's proposals are 

adopted. 

The second point which calls for comment is connected with the 

Standing Committee's function. That function is, essentially, one 

of conciliation, not of arbitration, and still less of judgment. 

The Standing Committee will have to aim at reconciling opposing 

points of view, and it is only if its efforts at conciliation fail, 

that other solutions, such as judicial proceedings, will come into 

consideration. The 'Working Group's main object was to build up a 

coherent system, culminating, if one accepts its thesis, in 

judicial proceedings. It therefore provided successive barriers 

against a spate of petitions or their abuse. The first will be 

constituted by the provisions of the regulations relating to 

receivability. Only petitions which have surmounted that barrier 

will come before the Standing Committee.. Only those which have 

subsequently formed the subject of an attempt at conciliation will 

ultimately come before the Court. In that way, the Working Group 

feels that it has opened the door to democracy and closed it to 
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demagogy. 

It should here be made clear that the provisions advocated by 

the Group in respect of petitions of course leave intact the author

ity which already belongs to the Security Council and the Trustee

ship Council in their particular fields. Similarly, the Security 

Council reinains the corapetent body to decide the action to be taken 

as the result of violations of Human Rights when they give rise, 

within the meaning of the Charter, to situations or disputes 

affecting the maintenance of international peace and security. 

A third and last point must finally be mentioned. As has been 

seen, the Group recommended that the Standing Committee should ex

amine petitions and conduct negotiations in private session. That 

procedure, which is reminiscent of that of the League of Nations in 

respect of minorities, is also comparable to-the rules already laid 

down for examining communications addressed to the Secretariat. The 

Group considered that if such a decision had been made in the case 

of communications, the same should a fortiori apply to petitions, 

which gave rise to proceedings involving greater rights, and there

fore greater duties. The Group however provided that reports would 

be sent by the Standing Committee to the Commission on Human Rights, 

so that the latter would be kept informed of decisions taken, and 

that the Commission could, if it thought opportune, make public 

the reports- it received. 

Suggestion (c). 

The establishment of .a, sneclal organ, of the ..United ..Nations 

with .jurisdiction and the duty to supervise and enforce human. 

rights motu proprio. 

The Group considered that its comments on this suggestion were 

largely implied in its comments on the preceding one. 

It decided however to mention in this Report the jjo^iuiiity 

of setting up, at a later stage in the international development 

of Human Rights, either a subsidiary organ in virtue of Article 7> 

paragraph 2 of the Charter, or even a snooini -; w* aennw 



The latter would be established by a Convention and might 

be called, for instance, the International Human Rights 

Organization. 

The Group attaches importance to a word contained in the text 

of Suggestion (c), the word "enforce". It linked the study of 

the measures evoked by that word to that of measures to guarantee 

the execution of the decisions given by the International Court 

of Human Rights, which, as already stated, will be dealt with in 

the third part of this reporte 

Suggestion (d) 

The establishment of jurisdictigji^ln _to^ 

cases of suspension of the Bill of Rights, either in whole or in 

part » 

Various representatives said they did not quite understand 

the implications of this suggestion. 

If it is a matter of violations of Human Rights, as defined 

in the Convention or Conventions to be concluded, the Group 

believes such cases are covered by the provisions envisaged in 

connection with Suggestion (b), and by the provisions relating 

to the establishment of an International Court of Human Rights. 

The establishment of local agencies of the United Nations in 

the various countries with .jurisdiction to supervise and enforce 

human rights therein. The Commission.might find it useful^ in 

this connection, to study the precedents established^ for example? 

by the Convention between Germany and Poland on Upper Silesia of 

15 May 1922. 

The Group's comment on this suggestion' was identical to 

that given in the second paragraph of its comment on Suggestion (d). 

In addition, some representatives expressed the view that the 



solution suggested in the text of Suggestion (a) was premature 

and might perhaps deter some countries from ratifying a Convention 

in which it was embodied. 

Annexes 

1. - Following the intervention of various representatives, 

the Working Group studied the problem of the ratification of the 

Convention or Conventions that are to come into being. 

It decided to incorporate in this report a formal 

recommendation to States Members of the United Nations, to ratify 

the Conventions in question, and in particular to accept the 

machinery advocated in the replies to questions (a), (b)3 (c), 

(d) and (e) on pages 87 and 88 of the Secretariat's Memorandum. 

With the final recommendation to the General Assembly 

in view, the Group also wished to remind the Human Pâghts 

Commission and the Social and Economic Council of the right 

possessed by the General Assembly and recently exercised in'the 

case of the Constitution of the World Health Organization, to 

invite the Members of the United Nations to ratify certain 

Conventions. 

2. - In the course of its study of the system of petitions 

the Group considered the question whether it would be appropriate 

to confine petitions to cases of infringement of the Convention 

or Conventions on Human Rights, or whether it might not be 

preferable to widen their scope to include other treaties also, 

already concluded or to be concluded, containing provisions on 

human rights, and especially the Peace Treaties signed at Paris 

on 10 February 19^7. 

This question has repeatedly given rise to exchanges 

of opinion in the Group. The Group found that it was bound up 

with complex and difficult legal problems, which it was not in 

a position to examine. As in the question of accession of 
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non-Members, and in that of the rules relating to petitions, 

the Group decided to- ask the Secretariat to investigate this 

matter, and to submit its findings to the Drafting Committee. 

It will be noted, however, that a provision relating to. 

the protection of human rights on the basis of treaties other 

than the Convention or Conventions now under discussion, has been 

incorporated in the Draft Statute for the International Court 

prepared by the Group. But this provision applies to disputes 

between States, and not to the system of petitions (see below). 

3. - On pages 88-9 of the Secretariat's Memorandum the 

following suggestion is formulated: 

2Ç_^2.i§iiili--è252?^i£xS_^2_êï,^i2i2„?2_PË'?SSï§£^„Zi_2l!_^2 

2^5rÎ2?i_5&2_255225i213>2l!_^2-ïï2§5i5_Jyïi§§i55i2S-_£5?52Î_^2 

i5E2§2§_i3_2§§2§_^2i!2_2Gf2?52S25$_S§§§yr2§_§r2_52i5S_i§^§5 

by_the Securi ty Council under Çhapter_VII_. The Commission 

SÊÏ-¥£-55_^2_22&§i^2?.-5i}2„Sy2§îi25_¥^2^2?„ï&2™§22B?i5ï 

22B52il_Ë^2y^É_n2"':' k° giy2n_a S2ïe„2ïïe5§2§_ J^-ïi§^55i25 

i^t&2>5§5ter^(E/CN.VW^ppzy_and_l|+)^, 

It has already boon pointed out that the draft drawn 

up by the Group for the implementation of the Convention on Human 

Rights did not and could not infringe the prerogatives of the 

Security Council as defined in the Charter with regard to the 

settlement of international disputes. Conversely, the Group 

negatived the Secretariat's suggestion regarding a possible 

extension of the Security Council's powers for the protection of 

human rights. In expressing this opinion the Group was not 

prompted by legal considerations, seeing that it would of course 

be .quite Possible to invest the Security Council with new functions 
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through a new Convention provided the Council agrees to assume them, 

But the Group considered that the Security Council was certainly not 

the appropriate organ to deal with the international protection of 

human rights as such. In taking this view the Group has not depart

ed from its policy which is to find in each case the organ technic

ally most suited for the international protection of Human Rights. 

x x 

x 

International Court of Human Rights. 

The .Working Group had repeatedly had occasion during its 

earlier discussions, particularly during its discussions on peti

tions, to regard with favour the suggestion that the general 

machinery for the protection of human rights should be supplemented 

and rounded off so to speak by the institution of a right of appeal 

to an International Court. Several representatives had expressed 

strong support for the suggestion, and this principle had been 

tacitly implied during the progress of the work. 

However divergencies of view had come to light on various 

points. They re-emerged when the Working Group began consideration 

of paragraph h of the Secretariat's Memorandum, i.e. the Australian 

proposal. The Working Group was unanimous in admitting the* 

principle of a right of appeal to an International Court, but some 

representatives (those of Australia, Belgium and Iran) demanded the 

creation of a new Court, whilst others (the representative of India 

and the United Kingdom and the United States observers) on the 

other hand favoured the employment of the present International 

Court of Justice. There were also two variants of the latter view. 

One favoured and one opposed the creation under Article 26 of its 

Statute of a special Chamber of this Court, to deal with human. 

rights. There were also different opinions as to whether final 

decisions (in other words, binding decisions), or merely advisory 

opinions should be obtained from the present Court. 

The Chairman submitted a compromise proposal, in the follow

ing terms: 
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"If a dispute arises as to whether any violation has taken place, 

the matter in dispute shall bo referred for judgment to a Panel 

of 3 or 5 Judges of the International Court of Justice, to be 

appointed for the purpose by the Chief Justice of the Court, or 

in a Standing Order of the Chief Justice." 

According to this proposal therefore, no new Court was set 

up| but on the other hand the present Court was to be requested to 

pronounce final decisions. This, at any rate, was the construc

tion placed on the foregoing text during the course of the 

discussions. 

The Working Group did not feel it should take up this text. 

It also decided not to take up a draft prepared by the dele

gation of the United States of America and-presented as Document 

E/Œ.h/37' This draft contained an article 5 laying down a com

plete procedure to be followed in case of the violation of the 

Convention on Hunan Rights. Under this procedure, the adv.ir.ory 

opinion of the International Court of Justice might be requested 

under certain conditions, 

The Working Group- considered that this machinery was somewhat 

complicated and also did not coincide, in its preliminary pro

visions, with the views and solutions on which the Working Group 

had earlier agreed. 

It was generally considered that the idea of advisory opinions 

was inadequate. The Working Group was under no misconception as 

to the usefulness of such opinions, but believed them incapable of 

producing the desired guarantee of redress and action in the case 

of a violation of the Convention on Human Rights. The Working 

Group then took up the idea of final decisions and? viewing the 

problen in this light, was thus led to choose betv/een the present 

Court and a new Court. 
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Two whole meeting's, the sixth and seventh, were devoted 

to this discussion. 

The following arguments were adduced against the establish

ment of a new Courts 

1) . It is not advisable to increase unduly the number of 

international organizations, particularly organizations of a 

judicial character. A Court of Genocide is proposed one day, a 

Court of Human Rights the next,; where will one call a halt? 

2) Some States may be reluctant to undertake such 

obligations. Hence the risk of not securing sufficient 

ratifications of the Convention would be increased. 

3) What parties shall have access to this new Court? 

If all those having a right to make petitions, and not merely 

States are admitted, the foregoing risk would be heightened, 

even if the system made it obligatory that conciliation should 

first be sought before the Standing Committee on Petitions.' 

h) It is Just possible that binding decisions could 

be obtained without recourse to the creation of a new Court, 

i.e. by.widening the jurisdiction of the present Court through 

the medium of the Convention. Precedents for this line of 

action can be cited in the case of the former court of the 

League of Nations, the Permanent Court of International Justice. 

These could no doubt be followed in the case of the Internation

al Court of Justice, whose Statute is virtually identical to 

that of its predecessor. However, the \*hole question is 

whether, at the present time, a large number of States would 

be prepared to accept the principle of final and binding 

decisions in the field of the violation of human rights. 



In reply to these contentions, the advocates of the 

Australian proposal set forth the following considerations in 

support of their own thesis s 

1) either a full and effective observance of human rights 

is sought, or it is not. If it is sought, then the consequences 

of this principle must be admitted and the idea of compulsory 

judicial decisions must be accepted. Certain States may in fact 

be reluctant to subscribe to this point of view. But the others 

will be able to begin now to lay the foundations of a true inter

national protection of human rights, and through their example, 

eventually induce the dissidents to join them. 

2) it would not be possible to obtain compulsory judicial 

decisions, on a scale larger than could be obtained by the 

creation of a new Court, on the basis solely of the Statute of 

the present Court. 

It should not be forgotten that the jurisdiction of the 

International Court of Justice is still voluntary, in principle; 

in other words, matters in dispute are only referred to the Court 

following an agreement in the form of a compromise between the 

parties. Admittedly-Article 3& of the Statute provides for the 

possibility of conferring the power of compulsory jurisdiction 

upon the Court in regard to legal disputes concerned with four 

stated subjects. Admittedly these subjects include the fact of 

breaches of international obligations in general and the right 

of the Court to determine any reparations to be made. But it 

should not be forgotten that the application of Article 36, which 

might be useful in cases of violation of a Convention on Human 

Rights, is conditional upon formal declarations by the States 

parties to the Statute of the Court. This means, in fact, that 

if compulsory jurisdicition is to be obtained in the field which 

concerns the present Commission, it must first be agreed to. 
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Therefore, there is no visible difference, as far as prospects 

of success are concerned, between what was formerly styled the 

Voluntary Clause for Compulsory Arbitration and the necessity 

for concluding a new Convention for the establishment of a new 

Court, In point of fact, the field of expansion of Article 36 

would probably be no wider than that of a Court of Human Rights. 

3) If the power of compulsory jurisdiction were to be 

conferred on the present Court, not by virtue of a general 

declaration made in accordance with Article 36, but by virtue 

of a Convention, distinct from the Statute and relating solely 

to human rights, the same ratification problem would immediately 

reappear. It is not clear why, once this stage has been 

reached, a new Court should not, in the last analysis, be 

established. 

k) A further argument, worthy of consideration and 

frequently cited in this Report, can be adduced in favour of 

the establishment of such a Court, namely, the argument of 

technical qualifications, An inescapable corollary to modern 

civilization has been the specialization of men and institutions 

and, to a certain extent, the complication of machinery. There 

can be no doubt, however, that disputes concerning human rights 

would be appraised more authoritatively by judges chosen for 

this purpose than by judges possessing only general qualifications, 

5) Finally, there should be provisions restricting access 

to the new Court. It would not be possible, in the present 

state of international relations, for individuals, groups of 

individuals and associations to be invested with the character 

of parties to a dispute and the right to bring cases before 

the Court. However, a compromise solution between the 

previous system, limited to States, and a system of.such large 

dimensions could be obtained by conferring upon the Commission 

on Human Rights the power to bring before the Court disputes 

in respect of which the conciliation procedure in the Standing 
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Committee on Petitions had been without effect, The Commission 

would retain the power to decide what action should be taken in 

this connection on the reports of the Standing Committee. 

This would create a further barrier - the third which would 

help to prevent the list of cases from becoming unduly large, 
• * 

The foregoing were the arguments advanced for and 

against the establishment of a new Court, The Working Group 

decided to include them in its Report, It is for this reason 

that they have been developed at such length» 

In response to a proposal by the Rapporteur, three 

questions were placed before the Working Group: 

(1) Should an international Court be empowered 

to constitute the final guarantor of human 

rights? 

(2) In the event of an affirmative answer, 

should this Court be a new Court or a 

special Chamber of the International Court 

of Justice? 

(3) Should the Court, whatever its character, 

have the right to pronounce final and 

binding decisions, or merely to furnish 

advisory opinions? 

With regard to the first question the Working Group 

voted unanimously in the affirmative. 

With regard to the second question, there were three 

votes in favour of a new Court (Australia, Belgium and 

Iran) and one against (India), 
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The vote on the third question was unanimous too. 

When these decisions had been taken, the United Kingdom 

and the United States observers pointed, out that each of 

the States Members of the Human Rights Commission naturally 

retained the right to bring up the whole problem again in 

the Plenary Commission. The Chairman answered that that 

was so, and that the above statements would be mentioned in 

the Group's report. 

The Australian representative aske'd for a vote on the 

following proposal: 

"The Court shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine: 

(a) disputes covering human rights and fundamental 

freedoms referred to it by the Commission on 

Human Rights; 

(b) disputes arising out of. Articles affecting 

human rights in any treaty or convention 

between States referred to it by parties 

to the treaty or convention." 

This proposal was adopted unanimously. It must there

fore be regarded as a decision of the Group. It was expressly 

understood that it would take the place, in the Australian 

draft resolution given in paragraph h of the Secretariat's 

memorandum, of paragraphs 2, 3, h and 8 of that draft. 

The Group then decided to transmit to the Drafting 

Committee - if, of course, the ..Commission approved the 

decision - the complete text of the Australian draft, as 

amended by the above proposal. 

It will be noted that, in the new text, the jurisdiction 

of the International Court of Human Rights covers not only 

the protective convention or conventions, but also any other 



treaties containing clauses relating to human rights. In 

such cases, the matter will not be brought before the Court 

through our Commission; the right to do so belongs directly 

and exclusively to the States parties to the treaties in 

question» The Australian proposal thus endeavoured so far 

as possible to take account of two objections; the objection 

that some of these treaties (the Peace Treaties in particular) 

have been concluded outside the framework of the United 

Nations, and the cognate objection that among the parties to 

the said treaties are States which are not Members of our 

Organization. 

It should also be pointed out that all the decisions 

taken by the Group might have to be incorporated in any 

Convention on Human Rights. The observations previously 

made with regard to the nature and consequences of the conven

tional system thus established are therefore applicable here. 

Finally, the Group studied the measures to be adopted 

to ensure, should the necessity arise, the implementation 

of decisions of the International Court on Human Rights. A 

discussion took place about the choice of the United Nations 

body to which the Convention would entrust this particularly 

delicate task. The Group had to choose between the Security 

Council and the General Assembly. It decided in favour of 

the latter, although it only has powers of recommendation, 

because of the authority conferred on it by the Charter with 

regard to questions of economic and social co-operation. 

The Group also decided to emphasize in its report the 

fact that cases have hitherto been rare of States deliberately 

going against international judicial decisions or arbitral 

awards. It expressed the unanimous hope that this might 



continue to be the case in the future. 

In conclusion, it should be mentioned that the Group, 

when attributing jurisdiction'to the new Court to settle 

disputes relating to human rights, constantly bore in mind 

the terms of Article 95 of the Charter, which are as follows: 

"Nothing in the present Charter shall prevent 

Members of the United Nations from entrusting 

the solution of their differences to other 

tribunals by virtue of agreements already in 

existence or which m«y be concluded in the 

future." 

Annexes. 

(1) The Group felt that no useful purpose would be 

served by studying the question of creating the post of an 

Attorney-General for the International Court on Human Rights, 

as had been originally suggested. It considered that the 

duties of such an official in connection with the Convention 

or Conventions would in point of fact be carried out by 

our Commission. 

(2) The Group was not called upon to examine clauses 

of the Convention entailing special measures of implementation. 

As a matter of fact, it had finished its work before the second 

Working Group. It was, however, realised that clauses and 

measures of that kind might subsequently have to be studied 

in connection either with the Convention which is still being 

discussed, or with other Conventions relating to the protection 

of human rights. 

(3) On the eve of the day it finished its work, Monday 

8 December 19V?, the Group received the report prepared by the 
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Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the 

Protection of Minorities (Document E/CN.V52). 

It noted with interest Section IV of the report which 

deals with the problem of implementation. It was glad 

to observe that the Sub-Commission had drawn attention to 

the "vital importance" of the problem. It shares the Sub-

Commission's view that the relevant machinery forms "but 

one part of tile machinery for implementation of human rights 

as a whole". It hopes the Sub-Commission will complete its 

study of such machinery by a date which will allow the Drafting 

Committee to take it into consideration if necessary. 

The Group feels however, that it is not incumbent 

upon it to deal with the problem. The measures of implementa

tion which it advocates are applicable to members of minorities, 

just as are human rights in general. A3 regards measures 

aimed at guaranteeing the implementation of rights belonging 

to minorities as such, the Sub-Commiss ion will doubtless con

sider that such measures should be based on special treaties. 


